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Abstract
The development of cloud-connected Internet of Things (IoT) systems is becoming more and more affordable, even to novice
programmers, thanks to dedicated cloud platforms that already integrate the core functionality needed by an IoT system. In
this context, a growing number of IoT systems are being developed and deployed on open networks, often without integrating
adequate security in the process. Novice IoT programmers, in particular, tend to overlook security issues, as confirmed by a
small user study. Starting from this risk, the paper analyzes the security features available in two major cloud-IoT platforms
(Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure) and highlights those settings, tools, and practices designed to ensure more
secure implementations. We observed that these platforms would reasonably address many security problems detected in the
study, if only the correct features were identified and used. The paper finally contributes a set of guidelines to support novice
IoT developers in avoiding the main and recurrent security issues in their projects and better exploiting cloud-IoT platforms’
inherent security features.
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1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing are two
widespread emerging technologies that are becoming very
popular not only for scholars and expert developers but also
for hobbyists and novice developers. Many users are now
using IoT devices in their houses [1], and the cloud comput-
ing market is expanding year after year. The growth of these
two fields brings to the inclusion of IoT functionalities inside
the cloud platforms and the emergence of specialized features
needed in IoT systems. In the past years, these platforms
aided the development of IoT solutions thanks to the already
integrated functionality a cloud-connected IoT application
needs. Nowadays, these platforms are quite easy to use, even
bynovice programmers, andmore affordable than a fewyears
ago. Furthermore, cloud computing service providers allow
their customers to pay only for the resources effectively con-
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sumed, facilitating the entry of many developers into this
market.

Currently, according to Gartner’s evaluation [2], themajor
cloud platforms for infrastructure and services are as follows:
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Google
Cloud Platform (GCP), Alibaba Cloud, Oracle Cloud Infras-
tructure (OCI), TencentCloud, and IBMCloud. Furthermore,
all these platforms include specific tools designed for devel-
oping IoT applications or interacting with IoT devices.

Unfortunately, such expansion comes with a price. This
growing number of IoT applications are too often designed,
developed, and deployed on open networks without integrat-
ing adequate privacy and security in the process [1]. For
instance, one of the most known IoT failures is the Mirai
Botnet [3]. Using hard-coded and easy-to-guess passwords in
thousands of IoT devices allowed attackers to create several
massive botnets able to execute powerful Distributed Denial
of Service (DDoS) attacks. Another famous cybersecurity
flaw in the IoT domain occurred in the implantable cardiac
devices developed by St. Jude Medical1 (now part of Abbott
Laboratories). In this case, the vulnerability occurred in the
transmitter (a device calledMerlin@home) that reads the car-
diac device’s data and remotely shares it with doctorswithout

1 https://www.muddywatersresearch.com/research/stj/mw-is-short-
stj/, last visited on October 6, 2021.
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authentication or encryption. Indeed, an attacker could eas-
ily impersonate a transmitter unit and communicate with the
cardiac device. In this way, malicious users could control
the device depleting the battery or administering incorrect
pacing or shocks.

However, sometimes the attack could start from the cloud
platform and compromise the device. Indeed, at the begin-
ning of last year, a new CVE related to a core component
of the Kalay cloud platform for IoT devices offered by
ThroughTek was created [4]. By exploiting this flaw, a mali-
cious user could steal the credentials used by other users to
access one of their devices. To proceed, the attacker should
obtain the unique identifier of the device. Then, registering
another device with the same identifier on the network, they
overwrite the original device on Kalay servers. Once this
association is established, the next victim’s connection will
be directed by the server to the attackers, allowing them to
steal the credentials.

The burden of ensuring the security of complex IoT
systems falls ultimately on the developers, and security con-
siderations add to the complexity of this already challenging
application domain.

Building a fully secure system is challenging and requires
a deep understanding of all the issues involved. However,
even novice programmers could reach a basic level of secu-
rity, avoiding the most basic vulnerabilities, if they apply
security-by-design concepts, following a clear and focused
set of guidelines during their development process.

Nevertheless, designing a secure application from the
beginning is not always straightforward, especially for a
novice developer. However, this task could be tough even
for experienced developers if they are new to a particular
technology (especially in a diversified programming field
like the IoT). It is challenging to avoid security issues “by
design” if programmers do not feel comfortable with a spe-
cific technology. Hence, in this work, we focused on novice
IoT programmers, by considering software developers who
are not new to the programming world in general, but they
had never developed a full-working and production-ready
IoT system.

The goal of this paper is to help novice IoT program-
mers realizing more secure cloud-IoT solutions. To achieve
this goal, the paper provides a set of straightforward guide-
lines that could be easily followed by developers new to this
specific application domain, suited to the major cloud-IoT
platforms. To conduct this work, we started from preliminary
results presented in [5], where we exposed a use case devel-
oped in the context of a training activity. In that use case, a
group of novice IoT developers created a cloud-IoT applica-
tion using a major cloud platform. Initial results showed that
developers often did not accurately consider some security
issues in their design and implementation, thus motivating
further research for providing them an adequate support.

The results initially presented in [5] are briefly recalled and
extended in this paper (Sect. 5), where we try to understand
the security perception of this class of developers and the
impact of this perception on their developed applications.
Taking into account the survey’s findings, this paper ana-
lyzes some relevant security features available in Amazon
Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure, two of the major
cloud IoT platforms, to comprehend if they could compen-
sate for novice IoTprogrammers’ lackof security knowledge.
AWSandAzure arewell-known cloud platforms,with awide
industry adoption and comparable functionalities, according
to both industry [2] and academic [6–8] studies. In partic-
ular, we observed that the two platforms could reasonably
counter many security problems detected in the study if the
developers identify and use the correct features.

As a final contribution, to support novice IoT developers
in shunning the major security issues in a generic IoT archi-
tecture, we developed a set of guidelines helpful to exploit
the inherent security features of cloud-IoT platforms.

This paper is structured as follows: we analyze the related
works in Sect. 2. Then, Sect. 3 introduces the two cloud
platforms considered in the study: AWS and Azure. We
present an illustrative use case in Sect. 4, where we identify
some possible attack points (Sect. 4.1). Section 5 presents
the user study results expanding the work in [5] and exam-
ines the perception of the previously cited issues by our
novice IoTdevelopers. Section 6 analyzes how the previously
highlighted attack points could be faced by the two cloud
platforms. Then, the paper discusses in Sect. 7 the actual
severity of the previously cited issues considering both the
developers’ perceptions and the cloud-IoT platforms’ design.
Building on the previous analysis, Sect. 8 proposes some
guidelines to support novice IoT developers in avoiding the
security issues previously discussed in their projects. In the
end, Sect. 9 concludes the paper and proposes some consid-
erations for future activities.

2 Related work

Nowadays, cloud computing is a well-known concept. The
benefits and the opportunities offered by this technology are
evident not only for developers but also for the general public.
Nevertheless, opening such a distributed technology to many
different platform users from anywhere in the world could
create many security threats. For this reason, companies [9]
and researchers [10,11] have analyzed the security risks and
issues of cloud computing since the very beginning of this
paradigm.

Even the way of thinking of novice developers is a field
of research already examined by scholars. In 1989, Soloway
and Spohrer published a whole book [12] to illustrate the
major issues for this kind of developer.
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The first research activities were mainly focused on better
understanding how this class of developers faces the most
complicated programming feature like, for instance, recur-
sion [13]. More recently, Lahtien et al. [14] conducted a vast
survey—including 559 students and 34 teachers from five
different countries—focused on the main common problems
in learning how to develop computer programs by a univer-
sity student. In this study, researchers discovered that novice
developers’ most recurrent problem is not comprehending a
computer science course’s notions but learning how to apply
them concretely. The outcome of this research could explain
why, even if the developers involved in our survey are con-
scious of a few security concepts, they did not try to apply
them during the development of their prototypes. Under-
standing the main problems of these developers and helping
them improve their skills is still an active research topic.
Scholars not only study novice programmers in universities,
but they are also interested in understanding the main issues
in a life-long context. For instance, in a recent study, Billy
Javier analyzed the difficulties of life-long novice program-
mers and provided some suggestions to improve the courses
given to them [15].

Even our research group had already conducted some
research activities related to novice programmers. For two
consecutive years, we studied novice IoT programmers of
the “Ambient Intelligence” course, held in Politecnico di
Torino (precisely 2014 and 2015 editions). In one of our pre-
vious studies [16], we spotlighted some of the most painful
points for this category of developers. Notably, we realized
that novice developers perceived their tasks as extremely
difficult when they are associated with: integrating various
subsystems, interactionwith proprietary third-party services,
and the configuration of mobile, web, or hybrid applications.
Furthermore, we are still investigating their issues and study-
ing possible solutions to help programmers create better IoT
solutions using tools like a computational notebook focused
on IoT technologies and physical computing [17,18].

However, it is not so common to find studies related to
the security perception of a novice programmer. Usually,
researchers analyze this kind of perception from a non-
technical point of view. For instance, considering the security
perception from a platform user’s point of view, it is demon-
strated that there is a relationship between a well-designed
human–computer interface and the users’ security percep-
tion [19]. Another example of this kind of study is the work
of Varga et al. [20]. They published an article related to the
cyber-threat perception of actors belonging to the Swedish
financial sector.

Discussing the IoT domain instead, in line with the recent
literature, IoT systems appear to be in a critical situation.
According to the study ofKumar et al. [1], people started con-
siderably using IoT systems in their houses. Indeed, roughly
40% of houses worldwide have at least an IoT device; mean-

while, this percentage rises to approximately 70% only in
North America. In their work, Kumar et al. investigated an
extensive data set of IoT devices (83M) located in a signifi-
cant amount of real houses (15.5M). Thanks to this analysis,
they discovered that an unexpected amount of devices still
support protocols considered not secure nowadays, like the
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and Telnet. In addition to this
large study, they performed an in-depth analysis of the data
retrieved on a specific day. These data were retrieved from
the users actively using Avast Wi-Fi inspector.2 From the
outcome of this specific analysis, they discovered that 62%
of the scanned houses were afflicted by at least one known
vulnerability.

In another paper [21], Kafle et al. proved a lateral privilege
escalation attack on a cloud-IoT environment (specifically
on Google Nest3). Their study demonstrated that the low
security of a cloud platform is sometimes related to third-
party programmers’ mistakes. Indeed, even if Nest attempted
to maintain its platform secure through a review process,
they decided not to execute this inspection on the appli-
cations downloaded by less than 50 users. Unfortunately,
applications with a low number of downloads are more likely
developed by novice programmers (or explicitly created with
a malicious purpose).

Even if other scholars are studying security require-
ments [22], best practices [23], and countermeasures to the
weaknesses of IoT systems (e.g., through sharp Intrusion
Detection Systems [24]), our works aims at better analyzing
the architectural elements involved in a typical cloud-IoT
application. Indeed, even if the best practices provided by
Momenzadeh et al. [23] were verified against some cloud-
IoT platforms, they are more focused on the point of view of
the platforms’ developers. Instead, our final goal is to provide
a straightforward methodology that a novice IoT program-
mer (in their role as a final user of the cloud platform) could
use from the very beginning to design and implement a more
reliable IoT system interacting with a cloud back-end.

3 Cloud platforms overview

This section introduces the two cloud-IoTplatforms analyzed
in more detail in our study, that will be used to highlight the
common security issues, and their solution, and to inform the
definition of the guidelines presented in Sect. 8.

2 https://support.avast.com/en-id/article/104/, last visited on January
27, 2022.
3 https://store.google.com/category/google_nest, last visited on
January 27, 2022.
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Fig. 1 AWS IoT services overview

3.1 AmazonWeb Services (AWS)

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is an on-demand cloud com-
puting platform developed and maintained by Amazon. This
platform provides many basic abstract technical infrastruc-
ture and distributed computing building blocks and tools.
AWS offers its cloud services according to the three main
common cloud paradigms: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service
(SaaS).

On the security page of their website,4 Amazon declares
to put much effort into keeping AWS a reliable service for
its customers. In their white papers, Amazon guarantees that
AWS’s IT infrastructure is designed and managed in align-
ment with security best practices and several IT security
standards [25,26]. This commitment also seems to be con-
firmed by the work of other scholars [27].

Nevertheless, one of the main points clearly explained
inside the AWS policy is the shared responsibility model
[28]. Considering that the customers share with AWS the
control over the IT environment, security could not be con-
sidered a duty of Amazon entirely, but it is a responsibility
shared with any customer that uses AWS. For this reason,

4 https://aws.amazon.com/security/, last visited on January 12, 2022.

programmers must not underestimate their role in keeping
the application developed through AWS secure. This model
could be particularly tricky for novice developers. Their lack
of knowledge could more easily bring them to overlook their
responsibilities when creating projects with a very famous
cloud platform.

To support developers, AWS IoT provides some cloud
services helpful in connecting each IoT device to others and
to AWS cloud services. Moreover, AWS IoT offers device
software helpful to integrate these devices into AWS IoT-
based solutions. Amazon divides its IoT components into the
following three categories (Fig. 1): Device Software, Control
Services, and Data Services. In particular, considering that in
this study, we focused our attention on the interconnection of
the devices to the platform, instead of on the various possible
devices, we mainly considered the components belonging to
the second category (Control Services).

3.2 Microsoft Azure

Microsoft Azure (initially known as Windows Azure) is a
public cloud computing platform offered and maintained
by Microsoft. It supports many different services both from
Microsoft and third parties. Like AWS, Azure offers its cloud
services in three different ways: IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS.
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Fig. 2 Azure IoT technologies and services

Microsoft security documentation reports that “security is
integrated into every aspect of Azure”.5 The latter provides
various services and tools to help developers create secure
solutions, as also analyzed in previous studies [7,29].

However, similarly toAmazon,Microsoft released awhite
paper to clarify the concept of a shared responsibility when
developers are using a cloud platform offered by a third-
party [30]. Though the customers’ responsibilities visually
decrease according to the kind of infrastructure used in
their model, the responsibility is always shared. Therefore,
even when using Microsoft’s platform, the programmers
should not underestimate their role during the applications’
development.

Specifically, themain focus of our Azure analysis is Azure
IoT, a collection of cloud services designed to connect, mon-
itor and control a large number of IoT assets. Microsoft
classifies its components in two main categories as follows:
Azure Services for IoT and IoT and Edge Device Support
(Fig. 2). Among them, similarly to AWS, Microsoft offers
device software to integrate and connect IoT devices with its
cloud platform. In addition, Azure also proposes Azure IoT
Central, a fully-managed platform that can be used to create
an IoT solution starting from an application template.

4 Use case

An initial understanding of the security issues faced by a
novice developer was formalized in a small-scale study,
conducted in the context of a professional training course
for a consulting engineering company in Turin, Italy. The
course’s main goal was to teach a small group of program-
mers how to develop a cloud-IoT-based application from
scratch. This course started by introducing the IoT world,
explaining possible advantages, disadvantages, and chal-
lenges. It also explained one of themost used protocols in this
field: Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT). After

5 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/, last visited on
January 14, 2021.

this, the programmers learned the fundamentals of cloud
computing technologies starting from a general perspective.
Subsequently, they were introduced to AWS, focusing on
cloud computing for IoT. In the end, the software developers
received some additional concepts related to developing an
HTTP-based server using theRepresentational StateTransfer
(REST) approach.

The course was organized in nine non-consecutive days
(distributed among six weeks), with theoretical sections in
themornings and practical experiences in the afternoons: one
introductory lecture, four lectures reserved to cloud comput-
ing, and four lectures for AWS-IoT. To successfully pass the
course, the attendees, divided into groups, had to develop
a full-working prototype with all the components shown in
Fig. 3. The participants had to present also their prototype in
a final discussion one week after the end of the course.

The prototype had to be composed of the following cloud
components:

• an IoT gateway: to manage bidirectional communication
with IoT devices;

• an APIs gateway: to manage requests from developers
and final users;

• a serverless component: to run code in response to events,
to schedule processes, and to interact with some acting
devices;

• a database: to quickly store a potentially massive flow of
data from many IoT devices.

If we consider the mapping of the high-level architectural
components onto the services offered by the cloud platforms,
we examined as IoT gateway the IoT Core in AWS and the
IoT Hub in Azure. The service for managing the Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) is called API Gateway in
AWS and API Management in Azure. Regarding the server-
less component, it could be mapped as Lambda in AWS,
while Azure simply called it Functions. To conclude, talking
about the database, considering that NoSQL databases are
very suitable for IoT applications [31], we decide to adopt:
DynamoDB in AWS and Cosmos DB in Azure.
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Fig. 3 The architectural schema of a use case application in AWS

Addingmore details on the third component, it allows run-
ning code without managing servers or creating workload-
aware scaling logic. The great advantage of using such
a component is that developers have only to provide the
code, and the platform automatically runs it allocating
execution power based on the incoming requests. Further-
more, these services support many different programming
languages. AWS Lambda supports Java, Go, PowerShell,
Node.js JavaScript, C#, Python, and Ruby code. In addi-
tion, it provides a runtime API that allows developers to use
any additional programming languages. Instead,AzureFunc-
tions support C#, JavaScript Node.js, and F# since version
1. Then, from version 2, they also support Java, PowerShell,
Python, and TypeScript.

Regarding the communication protocols, for this proto-
type, we suggested taking advantage of the two primary
protocols explained during the course and typically used in
basic IoT applications: MQTT and HTTP.

No customhardwarewas developed, and IoT deviceswere
selected among available off-the-shelf ones, as the scope of
the coursewasmoreon the cloud and interoperability aspects,
rather than on connected embedded devices.

4.1 Main architecture attack points

From an architectural of view, it is possible to divide the
main hardware and software components of a simple cloud-
IoT project into the following four different categories:

• Sensing devices: devices used to retrieve some data from
the physical world (e.g., a temperature sensor).

• Acting devices: devices used to act on the physical world
(e.g., a smart lamp).

• The cloud: a cloud back-end server able to manipulate
and store all the data necessary for the application.
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• Front-end devices: used to interact with the back-end
(e.g., a mobile application).

Considering the proposed architecture (Fig. 3), we defined
the main attack points according to the state-of-the-art secu-
rity issues in the IoT field (e.g., [1,21,24,32]). In particular, to
conduct this analysis, we decided to use the STRIDE threat
model [33]. Initially developed in the Security Engineering
and Communications group at Microsoft, different scholars
used this model in many different research activities related
to IoT (e.g., for the security of Cyber-Physical Systems [34],
Smart Cities [35], or Smart Grids [36]), and it is applicable
and suitable to the use case. STRIDE is an acronym for the
six categories used by the model to classify security threats:
Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure,
Denial of Service (DoS), and Elevation of privilege. Each of
these threat-categories is associated with a related security
property: Authenticity, Integrity, Non-repudiability, Confi-
dentiality, Availability, and Authorization, respectively. In
this specific use case, we were not interested in enforcing
non-repudiability, so we did not consider issues related to
repudiation threats.

We want to clarify that we defined these attack points
having a cloud-centered approach in mind. For this reason,
we did not consider issues related to the possible constrained
capabilities of the IoT devices or the security of the mobile
applications installed on the front-end devices. We followed
this approach in defining the principal architecture’s issues
to create a scenario that is as generic as possible, analyzing
a set of threats independent of the physical devices used by
the developers.

According to the STRIDE framework, we identified the
following fivemain attack points in the use case architecture:

1. the data flows between a sensor and the back-end;
2. the data flows between the back-end and a physical actu-

ator (e.g., a smart lamp);
3. the data flows between the API Gateway and the user’s

device;
4. the developed code stored and executed inside the back-

end (e.g., the serverless component);
5. the back-end database (i.e., the NoSQL database).

Considering the first three attack points (1, 2, and 3), all the
data flows could be primarily subject to spoofing and tamper-
ing. Some possible attacks related to these threats are Replay
attacks6 or Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attacks.7 This last

6 An attack in which a valid data pack is stored and sent by a malicious
user in a different moment.
7 An attack in which a malicious user intercepts and modifies the data
meanwhile they are being transmitted.

attack is particularly relevant because it could exploit basi-
cally all the security threats presented by the STRIDEmodel.

Moreover, discussing the code executed on the back-end
(point 4), in the proposed IoTarchitecture itwas implemented
by using the AWS Lambda component to develop the back-
end’s functionalities. This component is reasonably the best
point for executing an elevation of privilege attack. Further-
more, from this component it could also be easy to obtain
access to sensible information (i.e., information disclosure).
Indeed, if the code on the back-end of the application is com-
promised, attackers could become able to execute arbitrary
functions inside the developed system.

In conclusion, if the back-end database (point 5) is
not well protected and the stored data are not adequately
encrypted, the content of the database could be altered (i.e.,
tampering) or the system might be a victim of a steal of
information (i.e., information disclosure)—this information
could be directly used by the malicious user or sold (e.g.,
login credentials or payment data are interesting information
to sell).

5 Developers security perspective

The analysis of the security perspectives in developing the
proposeduse case (Sect. 4)will allowus tobetter comprehend
the behavior of novice programmers in similar scenarios. In
particular, we aim at understanding if and how the features
of the cloud platforms’ components may compensate from
the developers’ lack of specific knowledge.

Hence, to understand their way of thinking, we prepared
a survey starting from the use case presented in Sect. 4. The
main research questions behind the delivered survey are:

• RQ1: What is the security perception of the novice IoT
developers?

• RQ2: Did novice IoT developers think about security
issues during application development?

• RQ3:Didnovice IoTdevelopers act to increase the cyber-
security of their application?

This section explains the survey structure and presents the
answers provided by our participants.

5.1 Survey structure

At the end of the course, after the closing review of
the projects—when the students are already aware if they
successfully passed the final examination—we asked the
attendees to voluntarily participate in a survey. We provided
them a link to an anonymous online questionnaire hosted
on Google Form. All the questions in the survey required
a mandatory answer. When all participants completed the
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Table 1 Survey closed questions

Question Description

How much do you feel expert about cybersecurity? Values from one to five.

Using AWS, who is responsible for the security of the system you develop? Three possible answers.

Sort the following architecture elements from the easiest to the most difficult to attack. Ranking order of the 5 options.

Sort the same elements according to the potential severity in case of a successful attack. Ranking order of the 5 options.

How many of these elements did you considered as “potentially attackable” during the development? Values from zero to five.

Did you know that AWS offers some security support tool? (e.g., AWS IoT Device Defender) Three possible answers.

survey, we solicited an open discussion to better understand
the meaning of their answers.

The three main sections of the survey were: “Back-
ground and Individual Studying”, “Possible Attack Points”,
and “Countermeasures and Best Practices”. We divided the
survey in different parts to put the participants’ focus on
different aspects, without overloading them with too much
information.

Indeed, in the first section, we never explicitly mentioned
to the attendees that the use case architecture had vulnerabil-
ities. In that part, we were interested in understanding their
thoughts before being influenced by our use case analysis. So,
the first open question of this part was: “Among the various
aspects of an IoT system, in your opinion, how important
is security?”. We started giving participants a blank space
for collecting some insights about their cybersecurity per-
ception before influencing them in any way. Therefore, we
asked two closed questions: “How much do you feel expert
about cybersecurity?” and “Using AWS, who is responsible
for the security of the system you develop?”. The first ques-
tion requires a numerical answer from one (“not expert at
all”) to five (“very expert”); the second one has three possi-
ble answers: “the developer”, “Amazon”, and “both of them”.
Then, after showing Fig. 3 as a reminder of their systems’
architecture, we proposed two open questions to force them
to think about (and explain) what they did during the appli-
cation’s development. The two questions were: “Are there
any potential security issues in this architecture? If so, which
ones?”, and “If you have indicated any issues, how would
you manage them during the application’s development?”.

The purpose of the second part of the questionnaire, “Pos-
sibleAttack Points”, was to understandwhat they think about
the attack pointswe identified and presented in Sect. 4.1. This
survey section is composed of three closed questions and one
open question. The first question requires the learners to sort
the five attack points presented in Sect. 4.1 from the easiest
to the most difficult to attack. Then, we asked them to sort
the same attack points according to the possible severity if an
attack succeeded. After that, the programmers had to answer
the following open question: “what do you thinkwould be the
worst possible consequence in case the most serious point is

attacked?”. To conclude, we asked the attendees how many
of those points they considered attackable while develop-
ing their projects. This closed question required a numerical
answer from zero to five.

While the first two sections were more focused on the first
two research questions, the goal of the last part of the survey
was to understand if the participants tried to take some coun-
termeasures to improve their applications’ security (i.e., the
main focus is on RQ3). This section has five open questions
and one closed question. Specifically, we asked our novice
IoT developers to explain what criteria they used for their
password, and if they had createdmore users for their applica-
tions. Then, we investigated if they thought about encryption
of data in transit and data at rest (specifically on the database).
The only closed question of the section is related to secu-
rity support applications: “did you know that AWS offers
some security support applications? (e.g., AWS IoT Device
Defender8)”. This question has the following three possible
answers: “yes”, “no”, and “yes, but never used”. To conclude,
an open follow-up question digs in more details: “did you
consider using a support application (e.g., AWS IoT Device
Defender) to develop your system? (Please, answer Yes/No
and why)”.

To summarize, we reported in Table 1 all the closed ques-
tions of the presented survey, while Table 2 contains all the
open questions.

5.2 Survey results

Nine novice IoT programmers attended the professional
training course; we collected answers from six of them (i.e.,
the survey had an answer rate of 67%). All the attendees
were male, and they followed this course to start working
on their first cloud-IoT project for the consulting company.
However, most of them already had professional experience
on developing or testing embedded systems, in the context
of industrial automation and railway industries.

On the one hand, the participants felt very inexperienced
about cybersecurity. Indeed on a scale fromone to five (where

8 https://aws.amazon.com/iot-device-defender/, last visited on
February 1, 2021.
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Table 2 Survey open questions

Question

Among the various aspects of an IoT system, in your opinion, how important is security?

Are there any potential security issues in this architecture? If so, which ones?

If you have indicated any issues, how would you manage them during the application’s development?

What do you think would be the worst possible consequence in case the most serious point is attacked?

What criteria did you use for choosing your passwords?

Did you create multiple users (with different permissions) to access your services (e.g., AWS Lambda)? (Please, answer Yes/No and why)

Did you ever verify if connections to and from AWS are encrypted (e.g., using TLS)? (Please, answer Yes/No and why)

Did you ever verify if the data contained on the database are encrypted at rest? (Please, answer Yes/No and why) Did you consider using a
support tool (e.g., AWS IoT Device Defender) to develop your system? (Please, answer Yes/No and why)

onemeans “not expert at all”while fivemeans “very expert”),
five developers out of six answered one, while the remain-
ing one selected two (Fig. 4). On the other hand, according
to the collected insights, they all thought cybersecurity is
quite important. Indeed, one participant declared that cyber-
security is “very important”, another said it is “on average
important”, and a third one states that “authentication is an
important feature”. In addition, three developers also speci-
fied that cybersecurity relevance depends on the severity of
the implemented software solution.

An interesting outcome comes from the question: “Using
AWS, who is responsible for the security of the system you
develop?”. Indeed, four developers said that responsibility is
shared among “both developer and AWS”, while the other
two participants consider the responsibility entirely of the
developer.Noone assigns the responsibility uniquely toAWS
(Fig. 5).

All the attendees think that the implemented architecture
could include at least one security issue; in fact, every devel-
oper highlighted some threat in the open question: “Are there
any potential security issues in this architecture? If so, which
ones?”. However, in the related open question, all of them

Fig. 4 Novice IoT programmers’ perceived competence about cyber-
security. One means “not expert at all” while five means “very expert”

Fig. 5 Novice IoT programmers’ perception of security responsibilities

declared they did not act to mitigate the previously cited
threats.

Discussing the second part of the survey (the one related to
the attack points presented in Sect. 4.1), Fig. 6 shows that half
of our novice IoT programmers consider potentially attack-
able at most two of the five attack points (three answers). It
is also noticeable that two participants did not consider any
of the raised issues during the application’s development.

Fig. 6 The number of attack points considered attackable by the novice
IoT programmers
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Table 3 Ease of attacking
architecture elements according
to the novice IoT programmers.
The reported values represent
the number of developers
choosing that answer

Attack points 1 (not easy) 2 3 4 5 (very easy)

Sending data from sensors to AWS 1 1 1 1 2

The developed lambda functions 1 1 3 0 1

The Amazon’s database 2 1 1 2 0

The REST APIs 1 1 1 2 1

Sending commands to actuation devices 1 2 0 1 2

Table 4 Potential severity in
case of a successful attack for
various architectural elements,
according to the novice IoT
programmers. The values inside
the tables represent the number
of developers choosing that
answer

Attack points 1 (not serious) 2 3 4 5 (very serious)

Sending data from sensors to AWS 2 0 2 1 1

The developed lambda functions 1 1 1 1 2

The Amazon’s database 2 3 1 0 0

The REST APIs 1 1 2 2 0

Sending commands to actuation devices 0 1 0 2 3

In addition, the participants declared that the AWS
database is the attack point most secure among the presented
elements. On the contrary, the data flows between the AWS
back-end and the sensors/actuators are considered the less
secure points equally. These answers are reported in Table
3. As we already explained in Sect. 5.1, the range of values
goes from one, “not easy at all” (to attack), to five, “very
easy” (to attack).

Proceeding with the possible severity in case of a suc-
cessful attack, our participants declared that the most critical
point is the data flow from the back-end to the actuators.
Then, the second most critical point is represented by the
developed Lambda functions, while the third is the data flow
from sensors to the back-end. These answers are available in
Table 4. The range of values is between one, (attack) “not
serious at all”, and five, “very serious” (attack).

Instead, considering the open answer to the question:
“what do you think would be the worst possible consequence
in case the most serious point is attacked?”, five participants
consider a cyber-physical attack9 the worst possible threat.
Indeed, they aremainly afraid that an attacker could take con-
trol of the system to damage a machine or a person. Another
concern cited by three developers is related to data manipu-
lation or data loss.

To conclude the presentation of our survey results, we
are going to discuss the answers collected in the last survey
section. The first open question asked information about the
chosen passwords for the AWS accounts. According to the
answers, all participants created a strong password (prob-
ably because AWS enforces a password policy). However,
when we asked if they had created any additional account
with lesser privileges, only one developer declared to had

9 A security breach in cyberspace that impacts the physical environment
(e.g., activating or deactivating a machine).

used the service for creating secondary accounts. In con-
trast, others simply used the root account. In addition, in
their open answers, just two participants specified that they
did not create additional accounts (with fewer privileges)
during the project’s development. However, they are aware
that they should have created at least one. Discussing now
data flow encryption, four attendees stated they did not check
whether the platform uses a mechanism for encrypting the
data. Only one developer declared to have verified that the
Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol was used on the
data flow from the sensors to the AWS back-end. Moreover,
considering the encryption of data at rest, a large majority of
participants (five) answered that they did not check if AWS
encrypts by default the data stored inside DynamoDB. To
conclude, discussing the last two questions, no one of the
participants had used an additional tool to improve the secu-
rity of his application. One developer declared to have heard
about AWS IoT Device Defender, but he did not use it for his
project due to the time constraint of delivering the application
on time.

6 Cloud-IoT platforms analysis

This section describes what countermeasures could be taken
by the two platforms’ components against the attack points
presented in Sect. 4.1.

Considering that this paper (and our use case) is focused
on a cloud-IoT scenario, our security analysis ismore focused
onAWS IoT andAzure IoT, the sets of components offered by
the platforms for this specific application domain. However,
we also have considered elements not strictly belonging to
IoT but still valuable for a cloud-IoT use case. For instance,
the already cited serverless computing services offered by the
two platforms (Sect. 3). Indeed, considering their character-
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istics, this kind of component seems particularly valuable for
a novice programmer new to the IoT world.

Therefore, in this section, wewill analyze the components
that better fit the use case (Sect. 4).

6.1 Data flow analysis

Data flows are the target of three of the attack points dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.1. Data transmission is a critical process; at
that moment, data could be eavesdropped, altered, and even
forged. The first threat could reduce the application’s pri-
vacy, but the other two can even alter its functionalities. The
traditional approach to counter these issues is encrypting the
transferred information.

One of the most common protocols used for this purpose
is HTTPS. This protocol augments classic HTTP adding the
Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol.

TLS was defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) in 1999 [37], and it is a transport layer protocol
based on asymmetric cryptography. It is the successor of the
now-deprecated Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), and its latest
version, TLS 1.3, was released in August 2018 inside RFC
8446 [38]. Recently, in March 2021, IETF formally depre-
cated TLS 1.0 and 1.1 and, even if TLS 1.2 is still considered
acceptable, they recommended starting the migration to the
latest version [39]. However, choosing the correct version
of TLS is not enough to obtain an adequate level of protec-
tion. This protocol could use many different cipher suites,10

so selecting an appropriate suite is crucial to configure a
secure connection. Until TLS 1.2, cipher suites include a
key exchange algorithm, an authentication algorithm, a link
encryption algorithm, and a message authentication code
(MAC) algorithm. From version 1.3, the first three algo-
rithms were replaced by an Authenticated Encryption with
Associated Data (AEAD) algorithm. This particular class of
algorithms simultaneously ensures the confidentiality and the
authenticity of both encrypted and unencrypted information
in the messages.

Therefore, when possible, developers should always pre-
fer TLS 1.3, which has a faster hand-shake and ismore secure
by design. When using this version is impossible, program-
mers should not adopt a deprecated version of the protocol
and configure their applications to handle only secure cipher
suites. To verify the current status of a cipher suite, develop-
ers may benefit from online tools like Ciphersuite.info [40].

Another protocol used mainly to establish bidirectional
communication among the IoT devices and the IoT gate-
way is MQTT [41]. MQTT is a publish-subscribe network
protocol designed by the Organization for the Advancement
of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) to transport

10 A cipher suite is a pool of algorithms used to establish a secure
network connection.

messages between any kind of device. It is lightweight and
typically runs over the TCP/IP stack. For these reasons, it is
particularly suitable for IoT applications. LikeHTTP,MQTT
does not implement any particularly effective security pro-
tection by default.

So, even in this case, to guarantee confidentiality and
integrity of the transmitted data, developer should apply
encryptionmechanisms. Considering thatMQTT is an appli-
cation protocol, like HTTP, one of the most common ways
to protect the transferred data is using TLS. As we will see,
adopting MQTT over TLS (MQTTS) is a strategy supported
and suggested by both the cloud platforms analyzed in this
section.

6.1.1 AWS data flowmanagement

To ensure the security of transmitted data, AWS documen-
tation says that users should always connect to the AWS
back-end employing encryption mechanisms like TLS [26].

The first analyzed Amazon component is the AWS API
Gateway.This servicemakes it easier for developers to create,
publish, maintain, monitor, and secure APIs. It handles all
the tasks involved in accepting and processing many concur-
rent API calls, including traffic management, authorization,
access control, throttling, monitoring, and API version man-
agement. To test this component,we created a simpleLambda
function associated with an API Gateway. Then, we inter-
acted with the gateway using Postman, a widespread API
platform created to build and test APIs [42]. Actually, we
observed that when users create new public access to this
gateway, the TLS protection is enabled by default. However,
even if this component could help developers to have a reli-
able and secure contact with the AWS back-end, we noticed
that the TLS security policy enabled by default is version
1.0 (as it is possible to see also on the AWS website11).
As we discussed before, IETF deprecated this version, so
Amazon should not allow this configuration as the default
one. Moreover, AWS’s TLS version 1.0 security policy sup-
ports some weak cipher suites like “DES-CBC3-SHA”.12

This cipher suite contains the Triple Data Encryption Stan-
dard, an encryption algorithm that the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) formally deprecated and
will disallow from 2023 [43]. However, not all the AWS
API Gateway endpoints have this security policy enabled
by default. Indeed, AWS also provides specific endpoints for
organizations that must comply with the Federal Information
Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 140-2. FIPS 140-2 is

11 https://docs.aws.amazon.com/apigateway/latest/developerguide/
apigateway-custom-domain-tls-version.html, last visited onSeptember
16, 2021.
12 https://ciphersuite.info/cs/TLS_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_S
HA/, last visited on February 04, 2022.
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a USA and Canadian government standard that specifies the
security requirements for cryptographic modules that pro-
tect sensitive information. From April 1, 2021, Amazon had
updated these endpoints to use TLS 1.2 and above.13 Hence,
at least for these endpoints, the Amazon approach is a good
trade-off between usability and state-of-the-art security.

Considering the AWS IoT Core instead, this component
is a cloud service that enables connected devices to interact
with the back-end and each other securely. It can process
many devices and messages and route those messages to
AWS IoT endpoints and other devices. Unlike the AWS API
Gateway, this service is more secure by default; indeed, it
uses a minimum of TLS v1.2 to establish all the commu-
nications.14 This version is used for Web Sockets, HTTPS
(HTTP over TLS), and MQTTS (MQTT over TLS) connec-
tions. As an additional requirement, AWS refuses all the
TLS connections without the extension field Server Name
Indication.15 Instead, talking about the security of the pos-
sible cipher suites, there are still few allowed cipher suites
involving the usage of SHA1 as their authentication algo-
rithm. NIST already deprecated this algorithm in 2011 [43],
and some scholars demonstrated its insecurity in 2017 [44].

However, connecting IoT devices to AWS IoT Core is
quite easy. If the developers follow the tutorial on the AWS
website, they will get a pair of public-private keys to estab-
lish a secure connection for each IoT device. Furthermore,
AWS also provides some IoT Device Software Development
Kits (SDKs) to simplify the connection process. At the time
of writing, Amazon provides five open source SDKs written
in C++, Embedded C, Python, JavaScript, and Java. Using
the available IoT Device SDKs is the suggested approach for
connecting every IoT device to theAWSback-end. Indeed, in
this case, AWS implements a good trade-off between usabil-
ity and state-of-the-art security.

Regarding the possible data flows among anAWSLambda
function and a physical device,AWSLambda blocks inbound
network connections. On the other side, the component
allows for outbound connections only TCP/IP and UDP/IP
sockets.

Currently, if a user requires additional security, AWS
offers the possibility to create and configure a virtual private
network in the cloud called Virtual Private Cloud (VPC).
This solution also enables the possibility of using IPsec to
contact the VPC. IPsec is the secure version of the tradi-
tional Internet Protocol (IP), and it was designed to provide
cryptographically-based security for IPv4 and IPv6 [45].

13 https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/fips/, last visited on September
16, 2021.
14 https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iot/latest/developerguide/transport-
security.html, last visited on September 16, 2021.
15 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc6066#section-3, last visited
on September 28, 2021.

Even if this approach would give more security to the trans-
mitted data, it could not be so intuitive for a novice developer.

Furthermore, Amazon offers two additional components
called AWS IoT Device Management and AWS IoT Device
Defender to facilitate themanagement of the IoTdevices con-
nected to the AWS platform. The first one is a component
agnostic to the device type that simplifies securely regis-
tering, organizing, monitoring, and remotely managing IoT
devices at scale. Instead, the second component automati-
cally audits IoT configurations associated with the connected
devices against a set of defined IoT security best practices. If
something seems to deviate from the expected behaviors, IoT
Device Defender pushes an alarm so the developer can take
action tomitigate the issue. In particular,AWSsuggests using
these components when the number of connected devices is
significant.

6.1.2 Azure data flowmanagement

Even Azure recommends always protecting data in transit
with an encryption strategy like HTTPS or a VPN.16 In par-
ticular, to connect customers’ networks to Azure, Microsoft
offers aVPNGateway service that enables the usage of IPsec.
Users could also utilize this service to send encrypted traffic
between Azure virtual networks over Microsoft’s infrastruc-
ture.

The first analyzed component of this section is API
Management. Like AWS API Gateway, this element helps
developers properly manage their exposed APIs. In this case,
to test the component, together with Postman, we used the
API testing environment offered by Azure. Currently, when
users create a new endpoint for their APIs, TLS protection
is enabled by default to v1.2. However, even if the previous
versions are disabled by default, during the creation process,
users can decide to increase the endpoint’s compatibilitywith
older versions of TLS and with the obsolete SSL 3.0.

Concerning the second component, the developers can
reach the Azure IoT Hub using both HTTP and MQTT.
However, the cloud service ensures that all device com-
munications are secured with TLS.17 Specifically, IoT Hub
offers two authentication methods between the IoT devices
and the back-end. Users can use a Shared Access Signature
(SAS) token authentication or an X.509 certificate. A SAS
token is a string previously generated (and not stored) by
the back-end used by a client (device) to be recognized by
the server. This token also contains an HMAC-SHA256 sig-
nature string to authenticate and protect the integrity of the
communications through this method. An X.509 certificate

16 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security, last visited on
January 17, 2022.
17 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-hub/iot-hub-mqtt-
support, last visited on January 28, 2022.
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is a standard format for public key certificates introduced by
the International Telecommunication Union - Telecommu-
nication Standardization Bureau (ITU-T). It is a certificate
used in many internet protocols, including TLS. By default,
the IoT Hub establishes a connection with the IoT devices
using TLS 1.2, 1.1, and 1.0 (in this specific order). However,
it is possible to disable the deprecated version of TLS inside
the IoT Hub configuration, but only in some geographical
regions (mainly in the United States).

Similarly to AWS, also Azure provides a Software Devel-
opment Kit (SDK) to help developers interact with the IoT
Hub. In particular, Microsoft offers an IoT Hub Service SDK
and an IoT Hub Device SDK. The first SDK is designed
to facilitate building applications that interact with the IoT
Hub (e.g., for managing devices connected to the hub). It
is currently available for .NET, Java, Node.js, and Python.
Instead, the second SDK simplifies the process of connect-
ing IoT devices to Azure. It is currently available for the
same programming language as the previous one, plus C and
Embedded C languages. In addition, this SDK also supports
Real-Time Operating Systems for embedding devices like
Azure RTOS and FreeRTOS. Microsoft strongly suggests
taking advantage of these SDKs, even through a blog post
that specifies why developers should use them to increase
their applications’ security.18

Considering the communications among a client and an
Azure Function, by default, the function’s endpoints allow
connection only with plain HTTP or with HTTPS. However,
every Azure endpoint can enforce HTTPS-only connections
and specify theminimum allowed version of TLS among 1.0,
1.1, and 1.2.

To conclude, among Azure components, there is a valu-
able tool for enhancing the security of the IoT applications,
which is called Microsoft Defender for IoT. This component
allows monitoring the whole IoT solution from a dashboard.
Once enabled, it helps developers connect their IoT devices
and usesDefender forCloud—anAzure tool for security pos-
ture management and threat protection—to provide security
recommendations and alerts for the connected resources.

6.2 Back-end analysis

Considering that back-end security is a duty of the cloud
platforms’ providers, in this section, we analyzed what a
user could do to protect the access to the back-end services
better or to reduce damages in case of unauthorized access.
Obviously, users must register an account (and successively
authenticate themselves) to access the cloud back-end func-
tionalities (like AWS Lambda or the Azure Functions).
During these interactions, registration and login data flows

18 https://azure.microsoft.com/it-it/blog/benefits-of-using-the-azure-
iot-sdks-in-your-azure-iot-solution/, last visited on January 18, 2022.

are protected using HTTPS. Indeed, assuming that both
platforms (and the associated services) had implemented reg-
istration and login correctly, the two primary possible ways
to compromise the back-end are associated with an inade-
quate privileges policy and choosing weak passwords. So,
in this section, we will discuss what kind of accounts cus-
tomers could create and how they can choose passwords.
Furthermore, an example of a proper privileges policy that
we suggest adopting is the Principle of Least Privilege [46].
The main idea of this principle is to give to any user, appli-
cation, or process only the minimum privileges necessary to
complete its tasks.

6.2.1 AWS back-endmanagement

AWS offers two kinds of accounts for authenticating users:
root user and Identity and Access Management (IAM) user.
When a customer registers an account toAWS,Amazon auto-
matically associates a root user to that account. Root accounts
have the highest possible privileges on the AWS platform.
Using these accounts, users can generate an arbitrary num-
ber of IAMaccounts and assign them the privileges necessary
for their activities (e.g., the right to read data from a particular
database or the possibility to use a specific service). Accord-
ing to the Principle of Least Privilege, Amazon recommends
to its customers to use the root account mainly for generating
some IAM accounts (and for those tasks that require neces-
sary to be administrator). However, they do not enforce this
best practice in anyway. Fromour point of view,AWS should
force its users to take advantage of this feature and create at
least an IAM account. Clearly, Amazon should explain to its
customers why they are forced to do so. We think that this
approach could help new users better understand the impor-
tance of this security concept.

Talking about the password policy, AWS enforces a quite
robust policy both for root and IAM accounts. At the time
of writing, users must create passwords with a minimum
length of eight characters, including at least two of these
characteristics:

• including a digit;
• including a non-alphanumeric character;
• including lowercase and uppercase characters.

Furthermore, a root user can build different password policies
for the created IAM account, they can configure a temporary
password and ask the IAM user to change it at first login.

Nevertheless, we observed that AWS seems not to have
taken any specific countermeasures for password dictio-
nary attacks. E.g., a password like “Amaz0nWS” is cor-
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rectly accepted when registering a new account.19 However,
AWS could automatically generate passwords for the IAM
accounts.

These auto-generated passwords include all the previously
cited characteristics and have a length of 16 characters.

To conclude, we observed that through the IAM control
panel, users could enable a second authentication factor both
for root and IAM accounts. However, this security enhance-
ment is only suggested, and it is not enforced in any way.

6.2.2 Azure back-endmanagement

To access Azure services, users must have a Microsoft or a
GitHub account. So, the password policy applied for Azure
is the same as these accounts. Unfortunately, the password
policy enforced by Microsoft accounts is not very robust.
Currently, it forces the users to create passwords with a mini-
mum length of eight symbols and at least two of the following
four characteristics:

• including at least a number;
• including at least a non-alphanumeric symbol;
• including a lowercase character;
• including an uppercase character.

From one side, at least Microsoft implements small coun-
termeasures against dictionary attacks. We tried to create an
account using the password “Microsoft”, and the registration
process refused that specific password for over-usage. On the
other side, we noticed that after this rejection, the registra-
tion process reduced the minimum number of characters for
the password to six, and we have been allowed to use the
password “MAzure”.

Instead, the password policy enforced byGitHub accounts
is slightly more robust. Currently, users have two possible
choices: a password with a minimum length of 15 charac-
ters or a password with eight symbols containing at least
a lowercase character and at least a number. Even GitHub
tests the inserted password for dictionary attacks. We tried
to create an account using the password “github22”, and we
received the error: “password may be compromised”. Nev-
ertheless, the registration process allowed, and considered
strong, passwords like “msazure1” or “microsoftgithub”.
Currently, according to “HowSecure isMy Password?” [47],
an attacker could crack the first two passwords in around
one minute and the third one in 1000 years. However, this
third password is considered more robust only thanks to its
length [48]. In fact, the tool suggests that the password should
include not only letters and that if it is a dictionaryword could
be easily cracked.

19 Currently, according to “How Secure isMy Password?” [47], a mali-
cious user could crack this password in around 1 h.

Once users had access to the Azure back-end, Microsoft
offers the possibility of creating other accounts with lim-
ited privileges using Azure Active Directory, its cloud-based
identity and access management service. Surprisingly these
accounts have a default password policy slightly more robust
than a traditional Microsoft account. Since it requires a
minimum length of eight symbols and at least three of the
following four types of symbols:

• digits;
• lowercase characters;
• uppercase characters;
• non-alphanumeric (among a proposed set).

When secondary users log in for the first time, Azure
forces them to change the password (always respecting the
previously cited criteria) and configure a second authentica-
tion factor (even if they can ignore this last step for the first
14 days).

6.3 Database analysis

Continuous flows of data usually characterize IoT projects.
When these communications happen among a considerable
amount of devices at a high frequency, the quantity of data
to manage and store becomes easily massive. For this rea-
son, in our use case, we proposed to use a high-performance
non-relational database. This section analyzes how the two
platforms manage the security of their most famous NoSQL
databases: AWS DynamoDB and Azure Cosmos DB.

In this section, we analyzed three crucial points of
database management: data encryption at rest, backups, and
access to the database. The first feature is essential to reduce
the possibility that, in case a database is stolen, thieves can
read it. The second feature is important both for reliability and
security reasons. Indeed, a backup could be helpful to protect
data against accidental writes or delete operations and even
against direct attacks on the stored data. Instead, correctly
managing how users can access the database is important not
only for ensuring that they can dispose only of the correct
data but also for protecting data in transit.

6.3.1 AWS database management

Amazon provides different database solutions (both rela-
tional and NoSQL), and it offers database-related services
such as data-warehouses. In particular, in our use case,
we proposed to our students using DynamoDB, a NoSQL
database service that provides fast performance with seam-
less scalability. Even in this case, users can access Amazon
DynamoDB via TSL-encrypted endpoints.

By default, the DynamoDB service encrypts all data at
rest to enhance data security.
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To cipher the data, AWS uses the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) algorithmwith the longest possible key (256
bits) [49]. This algorithm was approved by FIPS, and it is
considered secure both for government and non-government
organizations. Indeed, it is also part of the Commercial
National Security Algorithm Suite.20

To encrypt each table, AWS generates and uses a default
encryption key. The platform kept these keys inside the
Key Management Service (KMS). In addition to this default
encryption approach (also called AWS owned key), on which
the developer has no control over the encryption keys, Ama-
zon provides two other different strategies. The first one,
called AWSmanaged key, allows customers to store a custom
key and leaves the management to the KMS. The other one,
called customermanaged key, gives the user complete control
over the KMS keys. Keys are stored inside the AWS account,
but they are created, owned, and managed by the program-
mer. Each time a user creates a new table, DynamoDB offers
the possibility to choose between these three strategies. The
encryption strategy can be modified at any time.

To avoid the risk of losing data, Amazon offers two dif-
ferent approaches to backup database content: on-demand
backup and point-in-time recovery. As the name suggests, the
first approach creates a full backup on-demand of the desired
DynamoDB tables. This approach is particularly indicated
for long-term data retention and archival. Meanwhile, the
point-in-time recovery approach sets up an automatic peri-
odic backup for all the selected tables. With this strategy, it
is possible to restore data at any point in time within the last
35 days. As additional functionality, developers can store the
backups in the same regionwhere the application is deployed
or even in a different one.

To control who can use the DynamoDB resources and
API, the users have to set up permissions in the IAM service.
Through IAM policy, a user can also specify a fine-grained
access control policy (e.g., to allow or deny access to spe-
cific rows or columns). Additionally, each request to the
database must contain a valid HMAC-SHA-256 signature.
HMAC (Hash-based Message Authentication Code) is an
authentication code to be sent together with the request, gen-
erated using SHA-256 (Secure Hash Algorithm), a standard
cryptographic hash function belonging to the SHA-2 family
[50]. Even if more strong hash algorithms are now available
(like SHA-512 or the SHA-3 family [51]), SHA-256 is still
considered a robust alternative. To help programmers in cre-
ating their applications, the AWS Software Developer Kits
automatically sign users’ requests. However, developers can
also write their HTTP requests providing the signature in the
header of the requests.

20 https://apps.nsa.gov/iaarchive/programs/iad-initiatives/cnsa-suite.
cfm, last visited on January 13, 2022.

In conclusion, we could say that AWS correctly manages
the security of its databases by default. Developers should
only remember to enable the back-up of their databases.

6.3.2 Azure database management

Even Azure offers several databases (relational and non-
relational) and data warehousing solutions. Considering our
use case, the Azure database that better fits our needs is rea-
sonably Azure Cosmos DB — which is also the suggested
Azure database for IoT applications. This database is com-
parable with AWSDynamo DB, it is a NoSQL database with
a fast response time, a high availability, and it is able to scale
automatically. In addition, this database could also bemanip-
ulated with the sameAPIs ofMongoDB and Cassandra. Like
DynamoDB, also Cosmos DB service encrypts all data at
rest by default using AES-256 and a key managed directly
by Microsoft. Unlike AWS, Azure does not provide its cus-
tomers a different way of managing the default encryption
but allows users to add an optional second layer of encryp-
tion using a customer-managed key. The keys used to enable
this additional security must be stored inside the Azure Key
Vault, anAzure service designed tomanage keys, certificates,
and secrets in general like passwords or tokens.

To protect customers’ data, Cosmos DB service auto-
matically performs backups of all data at regular intervals.
Similar to AWS, Microsoft offers two types of backup: peri-
odic backup mode and continuous backup mode. The first
approach is the default one. Azure executes backups peri-
odically but to restore a specific backup is necessary to
contact the support team. The user decides the interval of
timebetween the backups. Instead, the second approachgives
users the capability to restore data at any point in time dur-
ing the last 30 days. Users can migrate from periodic backup
to continuous back at any moment, but this migration is not
reversible. In addition, also Cosmos DB allows developers to
storemultiple copies of their backups in one ormore different
geographical regions.

Discussing how to access the database, Cosmos DB pro-
vides three approaches to manage data access. Developers
can use primary/secondary keys, role-based access control
(RBAC), or resource tokens.

The first approach is the most powerful. It provides access
to all the database account’s administrative resources. The
only possible limitation is to specify that keys are read-only.
The purpose of having two keys is twofold. From one side, it
allows users to keep using Azure services when they want to
update a key. For example, users could temporarily use the
secondary key without downtime while Azure is generating
a new primary key. On the other side, users could give trusted
partners the secondary key. If one of them, for any reason, is
not trusted anymore, the users could use their primary key to
easily replace the shared key.
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The second approach is the most similar to the AWS
IAM policies. After specifying an Azure Active Direc-
tory (AAD) identity, users can authenticate and authorize
requests with fine-grained policies. Currently, Azure allows
specifying three possible scopes: an account scope, a database
scope, and a container scope. With an account scope, users
can access all the databases of a specific account. With a
database scope, it is possible to access specific databases of
a particular account. Meanwhile, the container scope is the
finest. InAzure, a container is a schema-agnostic set of items.
So, users can define their containers and then provide them
access using this approach.

The last approach, resource tokens, is used when users
want to provide specific access to some resources to clients
without giving them primary keys. These tokens can be built
manually or generated using an Azure SDK.

In the end, we could say that even Azure appropriately
manages the security of its databases by default with a good
level of flexibility.

7 Discussion

Section 5 presented the research questions that led to the
survey design. This section discusses how the collected
responses address the questions, also contemplating the secu-
rity features available on both platforms and discussed in
Sect. 6. These two elements guided us in creating the guide-
lines presented in Sect. 8.

As regards the security perception of the involved ele-
ments, the database was indicated by the novice IoT devel-
opers as the most secure architecture item. Nevertheless, the
interviewees recognized possible data loss (i.e., information
disclosure) as one of the most critical issues. According to
the obtained results, this security perception could have been
quite dangerous considering that almost no one acted to ver-
ify if the data were encrypted at rest or not. Fortunately, in
this case, both platforms have a default mechanism to pro-
tect the data stored inside NoSQL databases. Nonetheless,
even if the platforms take care of this problem, programmers
should remember to manage critical information properly.
For instance, the importance of hashing the users’ passwords
in a real application is well-known. Unluckily, we did not
include users’ registration in our use case, so we did not col-
lect any information on this specific behavior. However, we
would like to remind readers that this protection mechanism
has to be implemented by the developers (meanwhile, the
analyzed platforms automatically manage it for their cus-
tomers’ accounts).

Contrarily, the less secure architecture points for our atten-
dees are the data flows from (and to) the back-end. In more
detail, the data flows from the back-end to the actuators are
considered the most dangerous point if an attack succeeds.

Specifically, the developers are mainly apprehensive about
cyber-physical attacks. Considering so, it is particularly wor-
rying that only a couple of developers verify the security of
the communication channels, even because they can be tar-
geted basically by all the security threats presented by the
STRIDE model (Sect. 4.1). This fact increases our idea that
unencrypted connections should not exist in a cloud-IoT sce-
nario. Considering this specific issue, from one side, Amazon
seems to disallow all the unencrypted connections between
IoT devices and the back-end. On the other side, we observed
that Azure left some unencrypted data flows available by
default. From our point of view, in line with the survey’s
outcomes, the default configuration should not include unen-
crypted communications.Regarding the connectionswith the
API gateways, Amazon does not allow to contact this service
without protecting the communication with TLS. However,
by default, all the versions of TLS are enabled, even the ver-
sions deprecated by IETF (currently TLS 1.0 and 1.1 [39]),
which are more subject to spoofing and tampering. Contrar-
ily, on Azure, the default configuration has only TLS v1.2
enabled. So, while Azure protection is adequate, AWS pro-
tection is sufficient on this component, but it could not be
enough if the users do not act to change the default behavior.

Continuing our discussion, we noticed that although the
surveyed developers think that cybersecurity is generally
quite significant, they do not consider themselves profi-
cient in this field. These data lead us to assume that the
programmers did not pay particular attention to security
threats during the development of their solutions due to the
above-mentioned low self-confidence. However, it is also
noticeable that no one thought to employ a supplementary
tool to enhance the solution’s robustness (e.g., enabling a
service like AWS IoT Device Defender). From our point of
view, counterbalancing their declared low knowledge with
a service designed to help on that specific issue could have
been a reasonable approach. Nevertheless, to the question:
“Using AWS, who is responsible for the security of the sys-
tem you develop?” no one replied that the responsibility is
entirely assigned to the cloud platform. For two attendees,
the solution’s security is entirely a developer’s responsibil-
ity; meanwhile, for the other participants, the responsibility
is equally shared between the developer and the hosting plat-
form. Hence, we can conclude that developers are aware of
their role in keeping a cloud-IoT application secure.

Focusingmore on the second and third research questions,
once we explicitly asked the participants to evaluate whether
the use case architecture could include security issues, all
found at least one possible vulnerability.Nevertheless, during
the development of their projects, no one declared to take
any action to mitigate the problem. We could try to explain
this behavior by considering that this project is the outcome
of a training course, and cybersecurity aspects were not the
central focus of our teaching sessions.
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According to the retrieved answers, we can reply to the
second research question by stating that, unfortunately, the
participants did not pay particular attention to security threats
during the development of their first cloud-IoT applications.
Reasonably, we can infer that, as a direct consequence, they
did not either act to increase their applications’ cybersecurity.
This behavior is a bit curious, considering that nobody tries
to delegate the cloud platform for their security duties.

In addition, even though all the participants had created
a strong password—probably because the platform policy
forced them—almost no one had used the AWS IAM service
to create separate accounts with different privileges. Using
a unique account for all the possible operations could create
manyproblems if amalicious user obtained the root account’s
password. For instance, with a root user it is very easy to
tamper with the code executed on the back-end or the con-
tent of the database. Moreover, also the risk of information
disclosure is very high. The fact that only one developer con-
figured an IAM account increases our idea that it is necessary
to drive users to take advantage of this kind of account. From
our point of view, if the cloud platforms forced their cus-
tomers to create at least a secondary account, users would
consider more this particular functionality. Hence, a tutorial
phase dedicated to this specific issue could help novice (IoT)
programmers to understand why it is important to use a good
privilege policy and the possible threats of a successful ele-
vation of privileges.

To conclude, we discovered that developers did not under-
estimate their role in cybersecurity. However, as previously
stated, they did not pay particular attention to the security
issues during the development of their first cloud-IoT appli-
cations. Clearly, this low attention entails decreased actions
to increase their applications’ security. For these reasons,
we believe that providing a set of straightforward guidelines
could help developers think more about the cybersecurity of
their applications and, consequently, take better countermea-
sures to reduce security threats.

8 Proposed guidelines

After considering the most relevant security issues according
to our novice IoT programmers and analyzing how the two
cloud platforms address these problems, we would like to
provide a straightforward set of guidelines (GL) that could
behelpful to design amore secure cloud-IoTapplication from
the very beginning.

To begin with, we have to consider that IoT systems
involve many different components like sensors, actua-
tors, mini-pc, embedded boards, micro-controllers, cloud
platforms, and many more. Due to the different elements
included, developers usually have to handle many different
technologies andprogramming languages. Logically, it is dif-

ficult for a novice programmer to approach this challenging
environment, but even for a reasonably experienced program-
mer could be tough to develop an application in this context.

Many researchers have already demonstrated that follow-
ing a security-by-designmethodology is one of the best ways
to achieve a good security level in many ICT applications. In
particular, the importance of this approach was already dis-
cussed both in the cloud and in the IoT domains [52]. For this
reason, we could say that such an approach is fundamental in
a cloud-IoT application. Specifically, we developed this set
of guidelines starting from the adoption of AWS in our use
case but, taking into account also the additional platform, we
believe that the reader could easily generalize the exposed
concepts to other cloud-IoT platforms.

In this study, we concentrated our research activities
mainly on the platforms’ security (and their connections)
without investigating too much the problems related to the
IoT physical devices. However, this does notmean that things
are less critical. Indeed, we are currently working on another
study focused on understanding the most common security
issues of such devices.

The first guideline wewant to provide is applying a proper
model or framework when developers start building a new
IoT application. In particular, in our use case, we decided
to apply the STRIDE framework [33] (already explained in
Sect. 4.1). This framework is easy, consolidated, and already
applied in several research activities [34–36]. We think it
could be a good choice for developing cloud-IoT solutions
having security in mind. Indeed, leading developers to think
about security issues before starting the development of their
applications would reduce the number of possible future
threats.

GL1: Design a new application using a threat model from
the beginning (e.g., STRIDE).

In the following sections, the paper discusses how to con-
figure the components analyzed in Sect. 6.

8.1 Data flows and device protection

IoT systems have many possible connections transporting
commands,measures, or relevant information. Aswe already
discussed before, the data-flows are very much subject to
the STRIDE threats, so protecting them is one of the more
crucial aspects of such a system. One of the first steps to
achieve a good level of protection is to disable the possi-
bility of contacting the cloud back-end without encryption
and authentication. It is also essential that the IoT devices
communicate with each other using encrypted channels to
reduce potential issues. This protection will avoid threats
like spoofing or tampering and avoid information disclosure
if a malicious user tries to eavesdrop on the data.
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Table 5 Guidelines summary

ID Guideline Description

GL1 Use a threat model Design a new application using a security model from the beginning (e.g., STRIDE).

GL2 Protect data in transit Protect every data flow with encryption mechanisms.

GL3 Configure encryption correctly Ensure that all encryption mechanisms are correctly configured; when using TLS,
configure at least TLS 1.2, and select a recommended cipher suite.

GL4 Use platforms’ SDKs When available, always use the platforms’ SDKs to connect an IoT device to the
cloud platform.

GL5 Use platforms’ support services Always use services implemented by the platform to manage the devices.

GL6 Verify code security Always use compiler features and code checkers to avoid insecure library functions
or language constructs.

GL7 Verify authentication security Always use two-factor authentication and/or complex passwords (e.g., at least two
words, including at least three special characters).

GL8 Use secondary accounts Always create secondary accounts (e.g., use IAM accounts in AWS and create other
accounts in Azure).

GL9 Use POLP Assign to each secondary account the fewest possible privileges.

GL10 Do not share accounts Each developer must have his or her own account.

GL11 Protect data at rest Always ensure that data protection at rest is enabled.

GL12 Apply more protections Always apply Defense in Depth mechanisms.

GL13 Hash passwords If the developed application involves user registration or authentication, salt and hash
the passwords.

GL14 Have backups Always enable at least periodic database backups (possibly even in different regions).

GL2: Protect every data flowwith encryptionmechanisms.

Considering TLS, as we already discussed in Sect. 6.1,
the minimum version of TLS now considered safe is TLS
1.2. However, establishing the correct protocol version is not
enough. Another critical step to achieve a good level of pro-
tection against possible attacks is to configure correctly the
cipher suite used to exchange messages. To help developers
in this task, we strongly suggest using tools like Cipher-
Suite.info [40]. This tool is available through awebsitewhere
everyone can search for a specific cipher suite and evaluate
its effectiveness. The possible evaluations are as follows:

• insecure: do not use it under any circumstances;
• weak: old ciphers that should be disabled (use only in
particular circumstances);

• secure: state-of-the-art ciphers;
• recommended: secure ciphers that also support Perfect
Forward Secrecy.21

If developers are starting a new application from scratch,
we strongly suggest choosing a recommended cipher suite.
In this way, they will have the highest possible security. In
any case, we strongly discourage the usage of an insecure or
weak cipher suite. Even if programmers are re-configuring

21 A feature of specific key agreement protocols that ensures that ses-
sion keys will not be compromised even if long-term secrets used in the
session key exchange are compromised.

an already existent solution, they always should avoid using
a suite belonging to these classes.

These configurations should be applied to all possible data
flows in the project (e.g., from an IoT device to the back-end
and vice versa). For instance, in our use case, we proposed
implementing a device gateway based on Flask22 for manag-
ing all the acting devices. To comply with what we discussed
so far, developers have to configure this gateway to accept
at least only TLS 1.2 communications. The same approach
should also be adopted for the API gateways, especially if
developers plan not to expose only public APIs.

GL3: Ensure that all encryption mechanisms are correctly
configured; when using TLS, configure at least TLS 1.2,
and select a recommended cipher suite.

Instead, considering the connection of the IoT devices
with the back-ends, as we already discussed in Sect. 6.1,
both platforms encourage connecting each IoT device to their
back-end using the available SDKs. From one side, using
these tools could simplify the connection process. On the
other side, they could also reduce the possibility of intro-
ducing programming errors and consequently increase the
application’s security.

22 A very widespread open-source web micro-framework developed in
Python.
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GL4: When available, always use the platforms’ SDKs to
connect an IoT device to the cloud platform.

Moreover, we observed that various scholars consider
managing, fixing, and updating many IoT devices particu-
larly difficult. So, they also proposed some possible solutions
[53,54]. For this reason, when the number of connected
devices is significant, we particularly suggest employing
additional tools offered by the platforms. For instance, in
AWS, instead of using the AWS IoT Core component, users
can take advantage of the AWS IoT Device Management. In
addition, to improve the security of the connected devices,
we also suggest enabling support tools like the AWS IoT
Device Defender or Microsoft Defender for IoT (especially
if there are many devices connected).

GL5: Always use services implemented by the platform to
manage the devices.

8.2 Back-end protection

We already discussed the security of the data-flows that allow
reaching the back-end. The infrastructure security issues of
the back-end are principally a duty of the cloud platforms,
so we will not deeper investigate this part. From our point
of view, the developers have essentially to face these three
issues:

• write secure code inside the serverless computing ser-
vice;

• choosing appropriate credentials for accessing the back-
end;

• using a good privileges policy.

Writing secure code is a very complex and widespread
research topic, and it could change accordingly to the used
programming language. Suppose the developed code is not
secure enough. In that case, malicious users could easily
exploit this vulnerability to execute aDoS attack or, less eas-
ily, tamper with or obtain some relevant data (information
disclosure). In some cases, they could even execute an ele-
vation of privileges attack. Considering that both platforms
support many programming languages, providing simple
guidelines to follow on this specific topic is challenging. We
can only suggest to developers not to neglect this relevant
aspect and go deep into studying the desired programming
language. Fortunately, nowadays, many code checkers can
help developers write code in a more reliable and secure way.
Some of the code checkers features could sometimes also be
enabled directly inside compilers. Two possible examples
are Snyk Code [55]—a tool that provides a static applica-

tion security testing solution for scanning source code—and
Upsource [56]—a code review and project analytic tool.

GL6: Always use compiler features and code checkers to
avoid insecure library functions or language constructs.

Concerning the second issue, it is clear that choosingweak
credentials could bring hazardous scenarios. A malicious
user who owns root credentials can completely control the
back-end and create all the threats presented in the STRIDE
model. In Sect. 6.2, we discussed the password policies of
both platforms.AWShad amore robust policy for the primary
account, while the policy adopted for the secondary accounts
is almost the same. However, both platforms are quite weak
against dictionary attacks. Users could use tools like “How
Secure isMyPassword?” [47] to check the robustness of their
passwords, but they should be aware that respecting the cri-
teria imposed by the cloud platforms (or by other associated
websites) is not enough to create a truly secure password.
Unfortunately, there are many misconceptions about pass-
word security [57]. For instance, it is always a bad idea to
include in the password the website’s name (i.e., Amazon,
AWS,Microsoft, or Azure) user’s personal information (e.g.,
name, age, born year, children’s names, hometown, etc.).
Indeed, we would recommend users to avoid always using
easy to guess words and choose long passwords (even longer
than the suggested length). Other researches demonstrated
that using at least two words separated by other characters
could be a good trade-off between security and usability [58].
Moreover, including (at least) three special characters in a
password seems to be an excellent way to improve password
entropy [59]. In conclusion, mixing these two approaches
could be a perfect way to create a strong and quite easy-to-
remember password.

In our analysis, we noticed that AWS did not enforce two-
factor authentication of the accounts, while Azure enforced
this policy (even if it allows users to delay the configuration of
this additional security mechanism). However, users should
always enable two-factor authentication when the platform
provides this possibility, especially for root accounts.

GL7: Always use two-factor authentication and/or com-
plex passwords (e.g., at least two words, including at least
three special characters).

Regarding the last issue, users should apply what we
reported so far both to the main account and to all the
created secondary accounts. As we previously discussed in
Sect. 6.2, even if AWS recommends using the root account
mainly for creating IAM accounts, none of the two plat-
forms enforce this recommendation in any way. We want
to encourage developers to follow this best practice and cre-
ate some secondary accounts applying the password strategy
presented before.Moreover, an easy policy that novice devel-
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opers could use is the Principle of Least Privilege [46]. Users
should create a secondary account for each primary task and
configure it to have only the privileges necessary to carry on
the related activities. In this way, even if a malicious user
compromises one of these accounts, the other functionali-
ties could remain safe. For instance, in our use case, the API
Gateway should be adequately configured, assigning to each
endpoint the proper privileges, if users plan to expose not
only public APIs. Moreover, multiple users must not share
the same account, especially if they need access to different
privileges or resources.

GL8: Always create secondary accounts (e.g., use IAM
accounts in AWS and create other accounts in Azure).

GL9: Assign to each secondary account the fewest possible
privileges.

GL10: Each developer must have their own account.

8.3 Database protection

Avery relevant element to keep into consideration is the secu-
rity of the data at rest stored in the databases. Indeed, if not
adequately protected, data at rest could be easilymodified or
disclosed. Database encryption is essential to reduce damage
in case of data leaks. Furthermore, the possibility of altering
a table containing the list of registered users and adminis-
trators could create a Denial of Service or an unauthorized
elevation of privileges. As we already discussed in Sect. 6.3,
both Amazon DynamoDB and Azure Cosmos DB already
provide an automatic encryption mechanism. If the devel-
oped application does not manage very sensible data, we
suggest to the novice IoT developers simply use the default
encryption provided by the platforms. However, However,
suppose it is necessary (or reasonable) to have a more reli-
able encryption key or increase the security of this process.
In that case, both solutions offer the possibility of improving
the default encryption. If a user plans to use another cloud
platform, they should verify if it offers default data at rest
encryption or if they have to implement this feature by them-
selves.

GL11: Always ensure that data protection at rest is enabled.

When the application involves user authentication, in case
amalicious user would be able to break the database cryptog-
raphy, a very well-known Defense in Depth [60] strategy to
apply is to add additional security to password storage. Usu-
ally, developers can achieve this protection through a hashing
algorithm. Hashing users’ password allows the application to
work correctly, without explicitly storing actual passwords—
which could be a hazardous disclosure in case of a data leak.
There are many hashing algorithms that developers could

use. We suggest following the recommendations of NIST or
similar institutions. Currently, NIST suggests using at least
an algorithm belonging to the SHA-2 family [50]. If pos-
sible, developers should consider using an algorithm from
the SHA-3 family [51]. To further improve the security of
the hash algorithm, it is also a good practice to add “salt”
to passwords. This quite old technique consists of adding a
random-generated string to each password’s beginning or end
before hashing [61]. Basically, instead of simply hashing the
password h(pwd), the program computes something like
h(pwd+salt) or h(salt+pwd). To further improve the
security of this approach, programmers must use a different
salt value for each stored password. These values are then
associated with the correspondent users and stored (in clear
text) in the back-end.According to some researchers, the sug-
gested length for salt values is between 10 and 32 characters
(i.e., from 80 to 256 bits) [62]. Moreover, to achieve an even
higher level of security, developers can follow more sophis-
ticated salt generation approaches. For instance, Boonkrong
and Somboonpattanakit proposed an algorithm for gener-
ating and storing salt values directly from the passwords
themselves [62].

GL12: Always apply Defense in Depth mechanisms.

GL13: If the developed application involves user registra-
tion or authentication, salt and hash the passwords.

Another good practice for improving the developed appli-
cation’s reliability and security is configuring a periodic
database backup. Here we have two different scenarios. On
one side, Microsoft forces users to have at least a periodic
backup: no backup is not an option. On the other side, AWS
does not automatically enable this configuration by default
(also because it requires an additional payment).We strongly
suggest always activating (at least) the point-in-time backup
of the more sensitive tables.

GL14: Always enable at least periodic database backups
(possibly even in different regions).

9 Conclusions

Starting from a preliminary study conducted on a small pool
of novice IoT developers, this paper analyzes the more rel-
evant security features available in two major cloud-IoT
platforms. In particular, it highlights those settings, tools,
and practices useful to achieve a higher level of reliability
and security. Even if we noticed that the developers involved
in the study did not correctly consider security issues in their
IoT projects during the design and implementation phases,
we observed that the platforms effectively support many of
the highlighted security best practices and recommendations.
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However, sometimes, developers have to identify and use the
correct features to reach a proper level of protection. Indeed,
after discussing the outcome of the survey and the relevant
features of the two cloud-IoT platforms, this work con-
tributes a set of guidelines to support novice IoTdevelopers in
reaching such protection. The final purpose of these guide-
lines is to avoid the primary and recurrent security issues in
cloud-IoT projects and better exploit the inherent features of
the cloud-IoT platforms.

9.1 Future works

In our future works, we would like to have a more focused
survey on a larger sample of novice IoT programmers to
know more about the security perception of this class of
developers. In addition, to complete the view of the cloud-
IoT environments, we also are interested in investigating the
most common security issues in IoT devices and IoT gate-
ways. For this reason, we are now reviewing many novice
programmers’ IoT projects developed for widespread IoT
boards as Arduino-like devices. We are also investigating
the security of a famous open-source smart home gateway:
Home Assistant.
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